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The far site detector complex of the Daya Bay reactor experiment is proposed as a location to search for
sterile neutrinos with  eV mass. Antineutrinos from a 500 kCi 144Ce-144Pr -decay source (Q ¼
2:996 MeV) would be detected by four identical 20-ton antineutrino targets. The site layout allows
flexible source placement; several specific source locations are discussed. In one year, the 3þ 1 sterile
neutrino hypothesis can be tested at essentially the full suggested range of the parameters m2new and
sin 22new (90% C.L.). The backgrounds from six nuclear reactors at  1:6 km distance are shown to be
manageable. Advantages of performing the experiment at the Daya Bay far site are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Neutrino mass and mixing are usually incorporated in
the generalization of the standard model by assuming that
the three neutrino states of a given flavor, e, , and ,
are superpositions of the three mass eigenstates i,
‘ ¼ 3i¼1U‘;ii: (1)
Here U‘;i is the unitary 3 3 neutrino mixing matrix. This
assumption makes it possible to consistently describe most
solar, atmospheric, reactor, and accelerator neutrino ex-
periments. The values of the mixing angles in U‘;i as well
as of the mass square differences m221  m2sol andjm231j  matm can be deduced from analysis of these
data [1].
However, several recent experiments indicate that this
picture might be incomplete, although the statistical sig-
nificance is limited. See Ref. [2] and references therein.
They suggest that one or more sterile neutrinos, which
weakly couple to the active neutrinos, might exist. In
particular, the ‘‘reactor anomaly’’ [3], based on the reeval-
uation of the nuclear reactor e flux [4], leads to the
conclusion that the e produced in the reactor core oscillate
into some sterile neutrino species at distances of less than
10 m from the reactor core. This would reduce the active
e flux observed by experiments at distances greater than
10 m from the reactor.
With the modified reactor flux model of Ref. [4], the
simplest 3þ 1 sterile neutrino model was used to analyze
the existing results from reactor experiments, GALLEX and
SAGE calibration sources, and MiniBooNE [3]. That work
included the reanalysis of theMiniBooNEexperiment [5] and
the results of the Institut Laue-Langevin reactor experiment
[6]. The resulting best fit sterile neutrino oscillation parame-
ters are jm2newj ¼ 2:35 0:1 eV2 (68% C.L.) and
sin 2ð2newÞ ¼ 0:165 0:04 (68%C.L.). The region of these
parameters compatible at 95% C.L. with all the analyzed
experiments is constrained by jm2newj>1:5eV2 and
sin2ð2newÞ¼0:170:09. A recent analysis of short-baseline
neutrino oscillation data in the framework of 3þ 1 neutrino
mixing including the update ofMiniBooNE antineutrino data
and the MINOS results [2] yields best-fit values from around
m241  1 eV2 up to 5:6 eV2, wherem241 corresponds to
the new mass splitting m2new in the specific 3þ 1 model.
To test the hypothesis of a short distance oscillation into
a sterile neutrino state ideally one would like to place a e
detector near the distance
Loptim ¼ Losc ½m2 ¼ 1:24
E e ½MeV
m2new ½eV2
(2)
and observe the L=E e variation of the observed signal.
Electron antineutrinos are produced in radioactive de-
cays. Beta decays in the fission fragments of nuclear fuel
make nuclear reactors a convenient source of e. From the
discovery of the e by Reines and Cowan in 1960 to the
recent observation of e disappearance at KamLAND [7],
reactor antineutrinos have played an important role
throughout the history of neutrino physics. For reactor e
the maximum signal is near E e ’ 4 MeV. Using the most
probable m2new given above, Eq. (2) gives the optimum
distance of 2 m. This length scale makes commercial
power reactors with typical reactor core dimensions of
3–5 m not suitable for the search for sterile neutrinos.
The size of their cores would smear the oscillation pattern.
See also Ref. [8]. Smaller, more compact research reactors
partially avoid this problem but placing detectors at dis-
tances of 1–5 m from a reactor core is generally a chal-
lenge. A number of efforts are currently underway to
investigate the feasibility of sterile neutrino searches at
research reactors [9–11].
Avoiding the issue of smearing and extended reactor
cores, another approach is to use a ‘‘pointlike’’ radioactive
antineutrino source. It was recently proposed by Ref. [12]
to place a strong radioactive source of antineutrinos in the
center of one of the large liquid scintillation detectors such
as KamLAND, Borexino, or SNOþ . To detect the e from
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the source, the Q-value must be above the detection thresh-
old of inverse neutron beta decay (>1:805 MeV). A varia-
tion of the interaction rate versus the distance from the
antineutrino source, and with the corresponding energy,
would be evidence of oscillation into a sterile neutrino
state. The proposed source is 144Ce, with an intensity of
50 kCi (1:85 1015 Bq). This decays into the unstable
daughter 144Pr which, in turn, decays into the stable
144Nd with the Q-value of 2.996 MeV. The 144Pr decay
produces antineutrinos above the 1.8 MeV threshold for
inverse neutron beta decay. The half-life of 144Ce is 285
days and of its daughter 144Pr only 17.3 minutes, so that the
latter decay remains in equilibrium at all times. Since
A ¼ 144 is near the top of the fission yield curve, the
isotope 144Ce is contained in considerable quantities of
several percent in the fission fragments of spent nuclear
fuel. We will not discuss here the challenges of extracting
the radioactive 144Ce from the used reactor fuel rods and
preparing the suitable source. Many PBq of Ce are typi-
cally contained in one fuel rod at full burn-up. This makes
it feasible to obtain sufficient 144Ce during reprocessing of
spent nuclear fuel to prepare such a source.
While the test proposed in Ref. [12] is possible, placing
a strong and heavily-shielded radioactive source in the
middle of very clean detectors such as KamLAND,
SNOþ, or Borexino is a challenging technical problem.
Spatial constraints in the access ports to the inner regions
of these detectors may also limit the amount of gamma or
neutron shielding that can be practically used around such
a source. It has been realized [13] that the unique geometry
of the Far Hall of the Daya Bay reactor 13 experiment
[14,15] provides an opportunity for an oscillation measure-
ment with multiple detectors over baselines of 1–10 m
using a radioactive e source or spent nuclear fuel outside
the antineutrino detectors. In this paper we propose an
alternative source experiment by placing a e source
such as 144Ce source in the space between the four anti-
neutrino detectors in the Far Hall of the Daya Bay experi-
ment [14,15]. The unique geometry of the detector
arrangement in the Daya Bay Far Hall allows one to place
an antineutrino source with  35 cm of shielding as close
as 1:3 m from the active detector region while staying
outside the antineutrino detectors in a water pool that
provides convenient shielding and source cooling.
II. A SOURCE EXPERIMENTAT DAYA BAY
A. Antineutrino detectors at Daya Bay
The Daya Bay reactor experiment is a next-generation
reactor experiment designed to make a high-precision
measurement of the neutrino mixing angle 13 using anti-
neutrinos from the Daya Bay reactor complex near Hong
Kong, China [14]. The Daya Bay experiment uses three
underground experimental halls at distances ranging be-
tween 350–2000 m from the nuclear power plant to mea-
sure the disappearance of e as a function of distance from
the reactor source. Eight antineutrino detectors are placed
at three underground locations near the Daya Bay reactor
facility. Two detectors are deployed side by side 360 m
from the original Daya Bay reactor cores in the Daya Bay
Near Hall while two other detectors are placed 500 m
from the four newer Ling Ao reactor cores in the Ling Ao
Near Hall. In addition, four detectors are placed at a
distance of 1600–2000 m from all six reactor cores in
the Daya Bay Far Hall. In the absence of sterile neutrino
oscillations the near detectors provide a precise measure-
ment of the unoscillated antineutrino flux, while the far
detectors will measure the oscillation parameter and
neutrino mixing angle 13 from the suppression of the e
and the distortion of its energy spectrum. Any oscillation
into sterile species largely cancels in the measured ratio of
event rates and spectra between the near and far detectors
and hence does not enter the 13 measurement.
Each Daya Bay detector is composed of three nested
volumes, separated by transparent acrylic cylinders as
shown in Fig. 1. The inner most volume is a 20-ton Gd-
loaded liquid scintillator antineutrino target cylinder with a
diameter and height of3 m. The next volume is a 20-ton
cylindrical region of pure liquid scintillator (LS) with an
outer diameter of 4 m, a thickness of 50 cm and a
height of 4 m. It is designed to improve the efficiency for
capture of -rays produced by antineutrino interactions in
the target region. Outermost with a height and diameter of
about 5 m is a 40-ton buffer shell of inactive mineral oil
(MO) which attenuates external background radiation.
Some 192 eight-inch photomultipliers are mounted in
this region along the vertical detector walls to collect the
scintillation light produced by antineutrino interactions in
the target. A cylindrical stainless steel tank provides con-
tainment and support.
The underground hall at the Daya Bay far site houses
four antineutrino detectors. The floor plan and layout of
this experimental hall are shown in Fig. 2. Four antineu-
trino detectors are arranged in a square within an octagonal
water pool. The centers of the antineutrino detectors are
separated by about 6 m. The pool is instrumented with
photomultipliers for use as a cosmic muon veto. The water
pool is10 m deep, providing an additional 2.5 m of water
veto above and below each antineutrino detector. The pool
structure and concrete floor are designed to carry the load
of the antineutrino detectors. Each detector weighs about
110 t when filled with liquids. The experimental hall has an
overhead crane capable of lifting 125 ton loads. Access to
the underground experimental halls is through a tunnel
large enough to allow the transport of the 5 m high and
5 m wide detectors. For a description of the Daya Bay
experiment, see Refs. [15,16]. The search for sterile neu-
trinos with a e source at Daya Bay is incompatible with
the measurement of 13 technically and in terms of physics
sensitivity, and thus will have to take place after the
measurement of 13 is completed.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic cross-section model of a Daya Bay antineutrino detector showing the three nested, concentric
volumes of Gd-loaded liquid scintillator, pure liquid scintillator (LS), and mineral oil (MO). Calibration and instrumentation systems
are shown on top of the detectors. The figures are adapted from Refs. [15,16].
FIG. 2 (color online). Model of the four antineutrino detectors (AD1-4) in the Daya Bay Far Hall. Left: Top view of the Far Hall with
water pool (octagonal frame), four antineutrino detectors (grey cylinders) on their support stands (pink), and water cosmic ray veto
photomultipliers and support structure (small black features). A, B, C, and D mark possible antineutrino source locations. Positions B0
and C0 are symmetric to B and C and can be used as cross-checks and for systematic studies. Detector dimensions are given in mm.
Right: ISO and side view of the Far Hall. A, B, C are all at half-height of the antineutrino detectors, D is directly below it. The figures
are adapted from Refs. [15,16].
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B. Source locations
For the source experiment proposed here we assume a
500 kCi 144Ce source, similar in design and significantly
stronger (10x) than the one described in Ref. [12]. While
hundreds of kCi are created in either nuclear fuel burn-up
or neutron irradiation of actinide targets [17], the volume
and rate of reprocessing necessary for accumulation of
such an amount of 144Ce presents a significant challenge.
Possible avenues for 144Ce processing of this magnitude
are currently being explored.
The radius of a spherical 500 kCi 144Ce source will be
about 8 cm. The spatial extent of the source material will be
small compared to the neutrino oscillation lengths consid-
ered here. In order to shield the  radiation from the 1%
branch to the 1 excited state at 2.185MeVin 144Nd, as well
as the bremsstrahlung accompanying the-decay, the com-
pact source will be surrounded by some 35 cm of shielding;
33 cm of W and an additional 2 cm of Cu. For a 50 kCi
source that will reduce the 2.185 MeV -rays by a factor of
2 1010 to 4 kBq. More shielding can be used for a
higher-activity source, and for a 10 times stronger source of
500 kCi one would need to add about 3 cm of W to achieve
another order of magnitude in background reduction. The
source locations proposed here allow the use of additional
shielding if necessary. The physical outer dimensions of
the antineutrino detectors and the source geometry define
the minimum distance between the source material and the
active antineutrino detector region.When the source includ-
ing its shielding is placed directly in contact with the outer
stainless vessel of the antineutrino detectors the minimum
distance between the active source material and the active
detector region is about 1:3 m. Since the source dimen-
sions have no stringent limitations in the water pool, addi-
tional shielding material to mitigate gammas or neutrons
from the source material can be added. Increasing the
source shielding and its distance from the active detector
region will also decrease the solid angle seen by the detec-
tor. At this specified source activity thermal heat is an issue.
When the source is outside the pool the source must be
actively cooled, since it produces 7:5 W=kCi.
We have explored several possibilities of placing the
intense 144Ce radioactive source in the water between the
four detectors in the Daya Bay Far Hall. In particular, we
have made a detailed study of three positions: In the center,
i.e., equally distant from all four detectors (position A), on
one of the sides equally spaced between the centers of two
of the detectors (position B), and at the closest point to one
of the antineutrino detectors (position C). Given the sym-
metry of the detector arrangements, positions B0 and C0
have the same physics capabilities as positions B and C.
With a sufficiently strong source one can consider swap-
ping the source between positions B and B0 or C and C0,
respectively. This can provide a cross-check and help
understand detector systematics as well as backgrounds.
Swapping allows us to compare the response of different
antineutrino detectors to the same source over the same
baseline. In all cases, the source is placed in the plane
defined by the vertical center of the antineutrino target
volumes that is at half-height of the antineutrino detectors.
Figure 2 illustrates the locations of these source positions.
Another possibility is to place the source directly below
one of the antineutrino detectors as shown in position D in
Fig. 2. This position would allow one to make a measure-
ment of the e oscillation probability along the vertical axis
of one cylindrical neutrino detector and take advantage of
the symmetry of the detector. In this case spherical contour
lines of equal distance around the source more naturally
divide the inner target volume of the detector immediately
above the source as the radius vector of these contours
aligns with the vertical symmetry axis of the detector.
A source position directly below the antineutrino detector
is preferable over a source position above the detector as
calibration systems and instrumentation block access to the
detector top and increase the minimum distance between
the source and the detector volume. A qualitative compari-
son of the source positions is given in Table I.
Figure 3 illustrates the oscillation pattern in the Daya Bay
Far Hall for e ! s oscillation into sterile species for
source positions C (left) and B (right). For the purpose of
this illustration we assume a sterile oscillation withm214 ¼
1 eV2 and sin 2214 ¼ 0:1. The figure shows the color-
coded disappearance probability and the positions of the
active regions of the antineutrino detectors. The active re-
gions of the source and detectors are shown in solid red and
grey color, respectively, while the physical outer dimensions
of the source and detectors are indicated by the dashed lines.
The detector configuration in the Daya Bay Far Hall
provides a unique geometry and environment for an
TABLE I. Characteristics of source positions and qualitative
comparison. Because of the high statistics, position B is one of
the favorite positions for the proposed source measurement.
Source
position
Characteristics
(range of baselines, event rate)
A Same baselines to all four detectors.
Smallest range of baselines within active
detector region.
Lower statistics.
B Samples two principal baselines between
source and active detector region.
Highest statistics, two detectors per baseline.
Uses twofold symmetry of detector
configuration.
C Samples widest range of baselines with
three principal distances.
Lower statistics.
D Lower statistics, mostly collect statistics
from one detector.
Does not use symmetry of Far Hall.
Utilizes symmetry of detector.
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experiment with a strong antineutrino source. Multiple
source positions outside the containment vessels of the
antineutrino detectors are possible. The symmetric arrange-
ment of the detectors allows for cross-checks, systematic
comparisons, and swapping. The symmetry of four identi-
cal detectors allows additional tests of systematic errors.
The existing water pool provides a thermal bath for a hot
source, free shielding, and few spatial constraints on the
size and location of the source. Infrastructure exists for
the transport and lifting of heavy objects up to 120 tons.
The placement of the antineutrino source on the outside
of the detectors avoids complicated issues of cleanliness
and all source locations described above allow the addition
of extra shielding to further suppress  or neutron back-
grounds. For positions C andC0, respectively, this increases
the minimum distance between the active source material
and the active detector region by the amount of the shield-
ing. For source position B and B0 we are simply limited by
the available space between the detectors.
C. Signature of e oscillation into sterile neutrinos
In our proposed source experiment a spectrum of e is
emitted from an almost pointlike source. The antineutrinos
travel a range of distances determined by the layout of the
detector arrangement and the cylindrical symmetry of
the detectors before they interact in the Daya Bay antineu-
trino detectors. The typical distance traveled from the
source to the detector ranges from 1:5–8 m. The energy
spectrum is determined by the 144Ce source. The energy
and distance traveled determine the oscillation probability
of the e flux. Figure 4 shows the effect of e ! s
oscillation as a function of energy and distance from the
source and illustrates the fractional oscillation effect nor-
malized to the expected, unoscillated event rate.
The Daya Bay antineutrino detectors are designed to
measure the number of e interactions as well as the energy
of the observed events through the inverse beta decay
reaction e þ p! eþ þ n. The total count rate of events
as determined from the eþ þ n coincidence as well as the
positron energy spectrum are the distinctive event signa-
tures. The neutron thermalizes and captures on Gd fol-
lowed by a gamma cascade with a total energy of about
8 MeV. By using only the Gd-loaded scintillator region in
the Daya Bay detectors we can essentially eliminate all
possible sources of correlated backgrounds following the
inverse beta-decay detection reaction, since the threshold
for the neutron capture on Gd is anticipated to be as high as
6 MeV. The Daya Bay detectors are designed to be able to
handle singles rates in excess of 1 kHz.
To understand the physics potential of the proposed
source experiment we have calculated the predicted num-
ber of events and the energy spectrum for two source
positions, C and B, in the absence of sterile neutrino
FIG. 4 (color online). Example oscillation effect as a function
of energy and distance from the e source form41 ¼ 1 eV2 and
sin 214 ¼ 0:1. The figure shows the ratio of the oscillated over
the unoscillated event rate.
FIG. 3 (color online). Illustration of sterile neutrino oscillation in the Daya Bay Far Hall and top view of the geometric arrangement
of the antineutrino detectors and the e source. Left: Source at position C. Right: Source at position B. The figures show an overlay of
the positions of the active regions of the antineutrino detectors with the disappearance probability for e ! s oscillation withm241 ¼
1 eV2 and sin 2214 ¼ 0:1 into sterile species. Active regions of the source and detectors are shown in solid red and grey color,
respectively, while the physical outer dimensions of the source and detectors are indicated by the dashed lines.
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oscillation and compared to oscillation into sterile species.
For all results shown here we assume a mass splitting of
m41 ¼ 1 eV2 and a mixing angle of sin 214 ¼ 0:1. We
analyze the rate and energy of the detected events as a
function of baseline from the source. While the antineu-
trino detectors at Daya Bay can in principle make a mea-
surement of 13 without position reconstruction of events,
position reconstruction is necessary for a sterile neutrino
search. A position resolution of 15 cm is assumed to
correlate the reconstructed events with the distance from
the e source. With moderate position reconstruction the
Daya Bay antineutrino detectors will allow us to determine
the integral event rate of all energies observed as a function
of baseline and the integral event rate of all baselines as a
function of energy. We can then deduce the absolute event
rate as a function of energy and baseline.
Figure 5 shows the energy and position dependence of
the event rates in the antineutrino detectors for source
FIG. 5 (color online). Energy and position dependence of the event rates in the antineutrino detectors. The bottom row shows the
two-dimensional distributions of event rate versus energy and distance from source. The top and the middle rows are the one-
dimension projections of expected events versus energy (top) and distance from source (middle) for the case of no oscillation (black
histogram), the observed event rate in case of e ! s oscillation (red points), and the reactor e background (blue dots). The left
panels correspond to source position C while the right panels are for source position B.
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positions C and B. The bottom row shows the two-
dimensional distributions of event rate versus energy
and distance from source. The top and the middle rows
are the one-dimension projections of expected events
versus energy (top) and distance from source (middle)
for the case of no oscillation (black histogram), the
observed event rate in case of e ! s oscillation (red
points), and the reactor e background. The left panels
correspond to source position C while the right panels are
for source position B. Source position B provides the
highest statistics of events as it utilizes the twofold sym-
metry of the detector arrangements. With source position
B we essentially have near and far detector arrangements
with two primary baselines and two detectors at each
baseline.
D. Backgrounds
A number of backgrounds will mask the oscillation
signal from the proposed source measurement.
Correlated and accidental backgrounds to the inverse
beta decay signature in the antineutrino detectors are
well known to the Daya Bay experiment and will have
been studied in great detail before this source measure-
ment is made. In the context of this proposed sterile
neutrino search with a radioactive source we consider
only two additional backgrounds: The reactor e back-
ground from the Daya Bay reactor complex and source-
intrinsic backgrounds.
At distances of about 1600–2000 m to the detectors,
the Daya Bay and Ling Ao nuclear reactors will be a
source of considerable e background. The size of the
reactor background will depend on the energy window
under consideration. In the energy range of 1 to 2.2 MeV
or 1 to 2.5 MeV, respectively, of the positron energy (plus
the annihilation ), the reactor e background will range
from 22 000 events per year (1–2:2 MeV) to 32 000
(1–2:5 MeV) while the signal from a 500 kCi 144Ce
source will be 31 000 per year for source position A and
38 000 and 37 000 per year for positions B or C,
respectively. However, since the shape of the reactor
signal will be well measured and monitored by the de-
tectors near the reactors, we need to worry mostly only
about the statistical fluctuations of the reactor signal. The
contributions of the reactor background to the observed
signal are shown in Fig. 5.
Backgrounds from the antineutrino source itself may
also become a concern. Direct  backgrounds can be
reduced sufficiently with a W shield around the source.
Using the 144Ce gamma production rates from Ref. [12]
and gamma attenuation coefficients from Ref. [18], we
calculate that the 33 cm W plus 2 cm Cu spherical shield
proposed in this manuscript would attenuate direct gam-
mas from 144Ce to roughly 50 Hz, a more than manage-
able level for an externally deployed source. For
comparison, the Daya Bay 100 Hz 60Co calibration
gamma source contributes negligibly to overall single
trigger rates while at rest in a housing roughly 1 m above
the detector [19].
In addition, neutrons may become an issue for experi-
ments with sources inside the active detector region.
A 144Ce source can be made by reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel. Along with the production of 144Ce, 244Cm
is produced in the burn-up of nuclear reactor fuel, which
can release multiple fast neutrons via spontaneous fission
[20,21]. Fast neutrons can travel large distances in detector
and shielding materials and create correlated signals in the
active detector region via inelastic scattering and subse-
quent capture, or via time-correlated capture of multiple
fast neutrons.
Using the measured 144Ce and 244Cm concentrations in
spent fuel from Ref. [20], we estimate that a 0.5 tHM spent
nuclear fuel assembly contains approximately 100 g of
144Ce and 5 g of 244Cm. With half-lives of 284.91 days
(144Ce) and 18.1 years (244Cm), respectively, and a sponta-
neous fission branching fraction of 1:3 106 the esti-
mated activities in one spent nuclear fuel rod are11 PBq
(144Ce) and 21 MBq (244Cm, spontaneous fission only). For
a 144Ce source produced from nuclear fuel, reprocessing
would need to have a very high efficiency for rejection of
244Cm from 144Ce. Even if reprocessing had 100% effi-
ciency for accepting 144Ce, and, for example, a 107
efficiency in accepting 244Cm, there would still be a
2.1 Bq 244Cm fission rate (for a 144Ce source corresponding
to one spent nuclear fuel rod). For rough reference, at Daya
Bay, three 5 MeV neutron calibration sources totalling
2 Hz placed roughly 1 m above the top of the detector
produce a correlated background rate of 0.2 events/day
[22]. Such correlated rates would obviously be higher for
sources placed within the active detector region, highlight-
ing an additional benefit of an externally deployed anti-
neutrino source.
III. SENSITIVITY OF A STERILE NEUTRINO
SEARCH AT DAYA BAY
Considering the three source positions A, B, and C at
Daya Bay we have analyzed the sensitivity of the proposed
experimental arrangement to the parameters m2new and
sin 22new. We computed the sensitivity of a source experi-
ment at Daya Bay assuming a 18.5 PBq 144Ce source
corresponding to an intensity of 500 kCi. The decrease in
the antineutrino source activity over the measurement
period of one year was estimated to be 66.3% and taken
into account. We found the highest sensitivity for source
position B due to the event statistics. For source positions
A, B, and C the total event rates summed over all detectors
are31 000, 38 000, and 37 000, respectively. In compari-
son, the reactor background is estimated to be between
22 000–32 000 events depending on the energy window.
See Fig. 5.
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The sensitivity was determined using a 2-pulls
approach, as described in Ref. [1], with minimization
parameters AD, r, AD and 1-	 uncertainties 	AD, 	r,
	AD, 	b2b used to incorporate the effects of systematic
uncertainties in the measurement. The values of various
essential input parameters to this calculation are listed in
Table II.
We assume a 1% 144Ce source normalization uncer-
tainty 	s, based on the demonstrated precision of pre-
vious calorimetric measurements made for MCi e
sources for the SAGE experiment [23], as well as on
the proposed precision for similar measurements of e
sources described in the literature [24]. A 1% reactor
normalization uncertainty 	r is assumed, given the
expectation of a percent-level absolute reactor flux mea-
surement at the Daya Bay near site, which would need to
be run coincident to far-site e source running. A 0.5%
detector-to-detector relative uncertainty 	AD is chosen,
and has already been demonstrated by the Daya Bay
collaboration [22]. Finally, a 2% bin-to-bin uncertainty
	b is chosen to conservatively account for systematics not
fully represented by any of the other terms, such as
residual reactor neutrino spectrum uncertainties, vertex
reconstruction biases, and uncertainties in detection effi-
ciency with position in the Daya Bay detectors. The
uncertainties currently included in 	b2b will be better
characterized in the future following detailed Daya Bay
13 and detector response analysis. The total statistics in
the calculation correspond to one year of running. The
resulting 2 is
2 ¼X
AD
X
i
X
j
ðNAD;i;jobs  NAD;i;jexp Þ2
NAD;i;jexp ð1þ 	2bNAD;i;jexp Þ
þ

s
	s

2 þ

r
	r

2
þX
AD

AD
	AD

2
: (3)
The 2 first includes a sum over each antineutrino detec-
tor. The indices i and j refer to bins in detected energy
and position. NAD;i;jobs is the number of antineutrino events
detected in each bin, including possible sterile neutrino
oscillation. The expected number of events assuming no
oscillation, NAD;i;jexp , is the sum of events from the 144Ce
source, SAD;i;jexp , and the background from reactor antineu-
trinos, RAD;i;jexp ,
NAD;i;jexp ¼ ð1þ ADÞðð1þ sÞSAD;i;jexp þ ð1þ rÞRAD;i;jexp Þ:
(4)
The expected number of events is allowed to vary within
the systematic uncertainties via nuisance parameters; AD
accounts for efficiency variation between antineutrino
detectors, while s and r account for the
144Ce source
and reactor normalization uncertainties.
For the Daya Bay detector, we assume detector energy
and position resolutions of 9%=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
EðMeVÞp and 15 cm,
respectively. This is slightly better than the design speci-
fications presented in Ref. [15]. A target proton density of
6:4 1028 m3 was estimated for the Gd-loaded scintil-
lator. An antineutrino detector efficiency of 70% was
assumed; dominated by the efficiency for delayed neutron
capture on Gd to produce a signal above 6 MeV. The
results of our sensitivity calculation for source position B
are shown in Fig. 6 which overlays the Daya Bay sensi-
tivity to m2new and sin
22new with the m
2
41 vs sin
2214
preferred regions of the reactor anomaly and a 3þ 1
global fit.
The exclusion of the m241 and sin
2214 parameter
space is based on the dependence of the signal on L=E,
where L coverage is approximately 1–8 m, and the E is
between 1.8 and 3 MeV. Both variations of the e rate with
TABLE II. Systematic and detector response inputs to the 2
sensitivity calculation.
Input Explanation Value
	s
144Ce source normalization uncertainty 1%
	r Reactor normalization uncertainty 1%
	AD Relative detection efficiency uncertainty 0.5%
	b2b Bin-to-bin uncertainty 2%
	e Energy resolution 9%=
ﬃﬃﬃ
E
p
	x Position resolution 15 cm
FIG. 6 (color online). Sensitivity of a e search at Daya Bay to
the oscillation parameters m241 and sin
2214 assuming a
500 kCi 144Ce source at position B in the Daya Bay Far Hall.
We show the 95% C.L. sensitivity of the Daya Bay source
experiment with reactor background (red solid) and without
(red dashed), the 90% and 95% C.L. preferred regions of the
reactor anomaly (shaded yellow and blue) [3], and the 95% best-
fit region from a 3þ 1 global fit to all neutrino data (dashed
black) [2]. The parameter space to the left and above the Daya
Bay sensitivity curve will be excluded at 95% C.L. The star
indicates the oscillation parameters m241 and sin
2214 used in
Figs. 4 and 5 for the study in this paper.
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distance, L, and energy, E, are essential. In fact, by
considering the ‘‘rate only’’ analysis (i.e., integrating
over energies and distance L) the exclusion region in
sin 2214 is reduced considerably. The energy and position
determination of antineutrino interactions is an important
part of the analysis.
The e background from the Daya Bay nuclear power
plant is an irreducible background to the source e signal. It
would be favorable, of course, to build a source experiment
with antineutrino detectors in an underground location far
from nuclear reactors; but this may not be feasible. The
advantage of the proposed source experiment at Daya Bay
is the existence of multiple antineutrino detectors in an
underground water pool with the access and infrastructure
needed for a source deployment. As demonstrated in Fig. 6,
our calculations show that in the m2 region of interest
(> 0:7 eV2) for position C, the no-reactor 95% C.L. con-
tour is superior to the with-reactor 95% C.L. contour by
only around 0.01 in sin 2213. Thus, the sensitivity of the
proposed experimental arrangement is only marginally
degraded by the presence of a well-measured reactor
background.
Sensitivity is naturally also degraded with the use of a
weaker e source. At half of the source strength (9 PBq),
the sensitivity of the proposed experiment at 95% C.L.
decreases from a best value (at m2 ¼ 2 eV2) of
sin 2214  0:04 to around sin 2214  0:06. Clearly, a
source strength above 10 PBq is necessary to cover the
majority of the reactor antineutrino anomaly parameter
space at high confidence level.
A comparison of sensitivity between source locations B
and C is shown in Fig. 7. Overall sensitivities are quite
similar between the two locations. Position C puts more
target mass at longer baselines, thus improving sensitivity
at smaller m41, while position B gives larger statistics
overall, as well as at shorter baselines, giving it better
sensitivity in the middle and high m41 ranges.
A more detailed analysis beyond the simple approach
presented here, may reveal an improved sensitivity to
sterile neutrinos. Over the coming years the Daya Bay
experiment will make a high-precision measurement of
13. During this measurement Daya Bay is expected to
constrain the reactor neutrino interaction rate to sub-
percent precision and provide a measurement of the
detector-to-detector relative uncertainty, as well as relative
efficiency differences between different positions within
one detector. This development in reactor and detector
systematics may allow for smaller values of 	r and 	AD,
and should allow a more proper treatment of position-
dependent systematics in place of 	b2b.
The multiple antineutrino detectors at the Daya Bay
Far Hall provide a unique laboratory for the measurement
of antineutrinos. Exploiting the symmetric positions
of the detectors relative to the 144Ce source will provide
further constraints on position-related systematic
uncertainties. Furthermore, placing a source at multiple
locations could improve the sensitivity by further separat-
ing position-dependent systematics effects from oscillation
effects. If evidence for disappearance with distance is seen
in one source deployment location, a second deployment at
an alternate location would move any such disappearance
pattern, distinguishing it from possible stationary position-
related systematic effects. A more quantitative demonstra-
tion of these advantages cannot be shown here, given the
simple treatment of these systematics using bin-to-bin
uncertainties,	b2b; this should be done when more specific
position-related systematics information is released by the
Daya Bay collaboration in the future.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Sterile neutrino oscillations with mass of 1 eV can be
tested using a 500 kCi 144Ce-144Pr antineutrino source in
the Far Hall of the Daya Bay reactor experiment. With one
year of data, the oscillation parameter space suggested at
90% C.L. by the recent ‘‘reactor anomaly’’ and global
3þ 1 fits can be tested independently at 95% C.L.
A source in the magnitude range of 10–20 PBq is necessary
to test the wide majority of this 90% C.L. suggested
parameter space at Daya Bay.
The Daya Bay Far Hall offers significant advantages
for the placement of the source, its cooling, and the
shielding of source-intrinsic backgrounds. One of the
major technical advantages is the placement of the source
outside the Daya Bay antineutrino detectors. The geomet-
ric arrangement of the four identical Daya Bay detectors
and the flexibility to place the e source at multiple
14θ2
2sin
-210 -110 1
]2
 
[eV
142
m∆
-110
1
Position B, 95% C.L.
Position C, 95% C.L.
Reactor Anomaly, 95% C.L.
Reactor Anomaly, 90% C.L.
Global 3+1 Fit,  95% C.L.
FIG. 7 (color online). Comparison of 95% C.L. sensitivity con-
tours for source deployment locations B (red) and C (blue). One
can see that both locations give similar sensitivities at most values
ofm41. PositionC putsmore target mass at longer baselines, thus
improving sensitivity at smaller m41, while position B gives
larger statistics overall, as well as at shorter baselines, giving it
better sensitivity in the middle and high m41 ranges.
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locations inside the water pool allows for additional con-
trol of experimental systematics.
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